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S/1411/16/OL: Members & Officers, 

You know that this proposed development should not be allowed. 

It proposes significant harm that outweighs any benefits under National Planning Policy. 

We asked you to refuse the permission for something similar last year – and you did, thank you. 

This application has always under-estimated harm and/or overstated benefits. 

1. The effect on the landscape approaching Cottenham from Rampton has not been fully 

addressed by shuffling the site layout and planting a few more trees. Screening does not 

prevent irreversible real harm. Members may have taken a brief look; the Landscape Officers 

may have written a report; Cottenham people will lose this vista forever. 

2. Traffic growth was passed off as minimal. Real measurements, commissioned by us, showed 

that the traffic increase would need a quadrupling of the Oakington Road and Rampton Road 

roundabout and other measures through to the A14. There will also be an increase, even if 

conditioned, in muckaway operations through Cottenham as happens now from Northstowe. 

3. Now, we are expected to believe a “Built Heritage Statement” that does not include any 

assessment methodology, nor even – as required by your own policy CH/4 and national PPG 3.5 

- included an illustration of the affected Listed Buildings, yet concludes that the effect on the 

setting is neutral. We are disappointed that there has been no publicity of this application’s 

effect on specific heritage assets and that no site visit has been made, given the shock Members 

expressed when shown the extent of the proposed roadworks. 

4. An independent qualified consultant has advised that the almshouses are already being 

damaged by traffic. That damage will get worse as traffic increases and is brought closer, and it 

will be difficult to attract elderly residents to these truly affordable homes, rendering them 

socially and economically non-viable, a key test of impact that has not been considered. 

5. Similar proposed roadworks were enough to reject site SHLAA site 306 on Cottenham’s High Street as 

recently as 2013. I quote: “No.  Significant historic environment, townscape and landscape 

impacts.  Development would have a detrimental impact on the setting of several Grade II 

Listed Buildings and the Conservation Area, which it would not be possible to mitigate. “ 

6. Claims of up to 200 homes with up to 40% affordable do little to help Cottenham people nor, 

when no builders have yet been engaged, have a material effect on the 5-year land supply. 

7. Expansion at this scale places considerable pressure on Cottenham’s community, education 

and health infrastructure which the suggested s106 contributions are insufficient to resolve. 

Houses can be built almost anywhere; Village vistas, Listed Buildings and their settings are to be 

conserved; not exploited to build an unintegrated Rampton sized village at the edge of Cottenham. 

Northstowe, Cambourne and Waterbeach will soon resolve the temporary land supply issues. 

We want to continue working with you to put our Neighbourhood Plan, which, with your 3-year housing 

land supply, can ensure land is developed for the benefit of local people as intended by the Localism Act. 

Cottenham Parish Council asks you, the Planning Committee to reject this application as unsustainable under 

NPPF 14. We believe our logic will stand scrutiny at appeal. 

Thank you. 


